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If you are among the hardy souls who live here year- round, here’s a
reason to rejoice: The diminutive miracle that is Maria D’Anna Cafe awaits
you with open arms and wondrous food even in the dog days of summer.

When was the last time you were greeted, seated and served by a chef
who is both classically trained and extremely personable? That Chef Ryan
Flood was left to his own devices on this slow night due to the fact that the
eponymous owner, Maria Stelmach, had gone out to do a little shopping.

Nonetheless, it was delightful to have Mr. Flood describe the black grouper
he’d purchased whole then cut himself, thereby ensuring that it truly was
black grouper. He also was well acquainted with the unusual beers offered
on the menu and gave us what turned out to be deadon descriptions of
each one as well as a rundown of the items on the menu, all of which he
makes himself using as much local product as he can.

Above: Black grouper sits on red rice and cous cous and a vegetable
medley, with ginger beet paint adding both color and flavor. KAREN
FELDMAN / FLORIDA WEEKLY

Clearly this is an establishment in which hospitality reigns. There are but
seven tables, each dressed in crisp blue and white tablecloths, with little
sprays of fresh flowers on each one. There’s no skimping on the chairs,
either, which are sturdy white woven affairs with padded seats that invite
you to linger.

A long counter spans most of one side of the room, with spotless stemware
arranged neatly behind it along with the various supplies needed for making coffee and tea and other necessities not
created in the kitchen. A glass display case holds tempting plates of turnovers, oversized chocolate muffins and other
sweets.

But we’ll get to dessert later.

Left: Smoked salmon and cream cheese are wrapped in a delicate crepe.

Let’s start with beverages. The wine isn’t much to speak of, but with dishes
such as country pate, pierogies and stuffed cabbage, beer is a better
choice. Never mind that the St. Bernardus Abt. 12 is $12 a bottle. You’ve
paid that much for a glass of wine, right? This beer is the divine product of
Belgian monks who have crafted a beverage that is meant for drinking with
food. The dark brown brew has notes of chocolate, cherries, figs and
virtually no bitterness. Equally intriguing was the Salzburger Stiegl Radler
grapefruit soda beer. The combination may seem off-putting at first but
consider that lime is a welcome companion to many beers these days. It
turned out to be light and refreshing, with a decidedly grapefruit flavor and
almost no discernible hops (which suits a non-beer- lover like me just fine).

We sipped these from tall glasses with buttered slices of homemade rye bread, gaz ing out of the front window past a
trellis bedecked with cheerful red hibiscus and felt the tension of a busy week draining away.
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Top right: Chef Ryan Flood believes in food that’s both healthy and tastes
good.

It took a while for our appetizers to arrive but we were rewarded for the wait
with two lovely plates. Mr. Flood’s Le Cordon Bleu training and years at The
Ritz -Carlton were immediately evident.

One dish bore skewers with plump shrimp, chunks of pineapple and green
pepper caps ($14) bathed in a not- toosweet pineapple sauce. Small
squares of firm bread flecked with bits of red and green pepper added a
savory balance to the dish.

On the other was a whisper- thin crepe wrapped around pale pink smoked
salmon with a touch of cream cheese and dill, sliced into inch- thick
segments. Capers, a bit more cream cheese and green onions filled out the plate. The finishing touch: slivers of onion
and radish that were pickled to match the hue of the salmon.

Bottom left: Beers from Belgium and Austria are among the offerings at
Maria D’Anna Cafe.

Entrees were no less impressive.

The aforementioned grouper ($30) was a gorgeous bronze color. It sat on
a mound of red rice and pearl cous cous topped with Japanese eggplant,
kabocha squash and zucchini. The fish, which was flaky and perfectly
cooked, was topped with cucumber dill lemongrass yogurt and crunchy
little chickpea puffs. For a dramatic effect, the chef finished the plate off with
a swath of bright ginger beet paint. This was a spectacular dish that tasted
every bit as good as it looked.

A Polish platter ($20) consisted of three Eastern European dishes that are
usually very rich and heavy. The version served here somehow manages to preserve the flavors while avoiding the
brick- in- yourstomach feeling that generally follows. Delicate pierogi topped with bits of crisp bacon, kielbasa over
savory cabbage and tender stuffed cabbage rolls on a vibrant pea mousse and the same vegetable medley that came
with the fish made for a delicious tour of Polish delicacies.

Mr. Flood doesn’t make the desserts but whoever does know his or her stuff. A mini dark
chocolate zabaglione ($3.50) contained about four rich sweet bites, just enough after a
satisfying meal. A slice of coconut cake ($6) was fluffy and light, although we couldn’t do it
justice after a big meal.

Mrs. Stelmach came in while we were dining and was a welcoming as Mr. Flood and her
husband, Vito, who stopped by to chat as well. At one point the former chef de cuisine, Chris
Mancia, who is off the payroll during the slow season but was clearly still part of the Maria
D’Anna family, whipped on an apron, crumbed our table and filled our water glasses.

This place it special. The food is exceptional. The people are charming. The space is
lovely. Try it out now while things are slow. It will be season before you know it and Maria
D’Anna will be bursting at the seams. ¦
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